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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon everyone. First, please allow me to take this opportunity to thank the Centre for International Law and the International Cable Protection Committee for extending the invitation to the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime to participate in this very interesting workshop.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Within the given ten minutes, I will quickly provide the overview of the international legal regime on counter-terrorism, and then discuss on some treaties that are somehow relevant to the protection of submarine cables. Before ending by a little bit of promoting my organization, I will touch upon the UN mechanism that allows its member states to propose for development of new treaties.
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– During 1963 – 2005, 16 treaties developed under the auspices of the 
United Nations and its specialized agencies and the IAEA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just quickly for your information, during 1963 to 2005, there were 16 counter-terrorism treaties developed under the auspices of the United Nations and its specialized agencies, namely the International Civil Aviation Organization, the IMO and the international Atomic Energy Agency.
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• Offences:  What are terrorist acts?

– No generic definition of terrorism for purpose of criminalization

– Specific treaty offences 

• Hijacking a plane

• Attacking a diplomat

• Taking hostage

• Placing a bomb in a place of public use

– Regardless of motive, for most CT treaties

– On-going effort to develop a comprehensive CT convention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking about the international law on CT, I think we first have to understand what are considered as terrorist acts according to these sixteen multilateral treaties. Basically, these treaties do not provide a generic definition of terrorist crimes. Instead each of the treaties has the requirement for its state parties to criminalize each and specific crime as serious offence with severe penalty. For example, the Convention for the Suppression of the Unlawful Seizure of Aircrafts requires state parties to criminalize aircraft hijacking, while the Convention for the Protection of Diplomatic Agent requires state parties to criminalize attacking a diplomatic officer. Similarly, we have Convention of Hostage Taking. Even for the Convention with the word “terrorist” in its name, the Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombing, terrorist motive is not part of the criminal element at all.So we have 16 CT treaties, we therefore have many specific terrorist offences to be established by the state parties. As of now, the international community still in the process to develop a comprehensive convention on CT. And many people think this process’s gonna take many years.
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• Common Elements 

– Requirement to establish specific offences as serious crime

– Jurisdiction basis proper for different kinds of the protected things

– International cooperation in criminal matters

• Broadest measures of assistance in criminal matters

– Not to be perceived as political offences

• Extradite or prosecute

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Together with the requirement to criminalize specific offences as serious crime, the CT treaties share these common elements:Jurisdiction basis proper for different kinds of protected thingsFor example, the Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Act Against the Safety of Fixed Platform requires its state parties to establish criminal jurisdiction over the offences committed against or on board a fixed platform while it is located on the continental shelf of that State.Connection to the financing terrorism offenceFT is an innovative kind as a preventive offence. Meaning that the Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism requires its state parties to make it a crime for any person who provides funds or property to another person, knowing that the funds or property are to be used to commit any of the terrorist crime in the other convention. To many lawyers, this is a new kind of offence because it is already a crime once you provide such support, even though the crime you aim to support has never taken place. It will not discuss further more on the legal technicalities, but will invite you to take a look at a reading material that I bring with me and available near by the registration dest.
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Now let me share with you some good news. According to my careful reading, there are actually some CT treaties applicable to the protection of submarine cable.



 1963 Convention on offences and Certain other Acts committed on Board Aircraft
 1970 Convention for the Suppression of the Unlawful Seizure of Aircrafts
 1971 Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Civil Aviation
 1973 Convention on Prevention and Punishment of Crimes against Internationally 

Protected     
Persons 

 1979 International Convention against the Taking of Hostages
 1980 Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material 
 1988 Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts of Violence at Airports Serving 

International Civil Aviation
 1988 Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Maritime 

Navigation
 1988 Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against Fixed Platforms Located on the 

Continental Shelf 
 1991 Convention on the Marking of Plastic Explosives for the Purpose of Detection
 1997 International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombing
 1999 International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism
 2005 International convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism
 2005 Amendment to the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material 
 2005 Protocol to the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety  

of Maritime navigation
 2005 Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Fixed Platforms 

Located on the Continental shelf 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Among these 16 CT treaties, two could be applied to protect submarine cables: which is the Terrorist Bombing Convention and the 2005 Protocol to the Maritime Navigation Safety Convention
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1997 Terrorist Bombing Convention
Art. 1

Placing an explosive device in, into or against an infrastructure facility 
a) ... 

b) With the intent to cause extensive destruction of such a place, 
facility or system, where such destruction results in or is likely to 
result in major economic loss.

Art. 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let us first look at the Terrorist Bombing Convention. Its Article 1 provides definition of the term “infrastructure facility” as any publicly or privately owned facility providing or distributing services for the benefit of the public, such as energy or communication. I think communication submarine cable and power line cables should fall well into this definition, even though such cables may be privately owned as far as they are for the benefit of public.So state parties to the Terrorist Bombing Convention have to make it a serious crime for any person who places an explosive device into or against an infrastructure facility. In doing so, those state parties have to also provide proper definition for the term “infrastructure facility” according the to given definition. 
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• Article 3bis

– (a) when the purpose of the act, by its nature or context, is to intimidate 
a population, or to compel a government or an international 
organization to do or to abstain from doing any act: 

• (iii) using a ship in a manner that causes serious damage

2005 Protocol on Maritime Navigation Safety

CT treaties and the protection of submarine cables

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another CT treaty that is applicable to the protection of submarine cable is the 2005 Protocol to the 1988 Maritime Navigation Safety Convention. Article 3 bis of the instrument requires its state parties to make it a crime for any person who intentionally uses a ship in a manner that causes serious damage, when the purpose of such act, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a government or an international organization to do or not to do something.  
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2005 Protocol on Maritime Navigation Safety
Art. 1.1 (as amended)

CT treaties and the protection of submarine cables

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 2005 Protocol on Maritime Navigation Safety defines the term “serious damage” as extensive destruction of a place of public use … or infrastructure facility. Then it refers to the definition of infrastructure facility as already existed in the Terrorist Bombing Convention. So in this way, submarine cable could also be protected by the 2005 Protocol.
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• 1997 Terrorist Bombing Convention

– Only dealing with violent acts using explosive device

• Maritime Navigation Safety Convention and its 2005 Protocol

– Not covering criminal acts beyond using a ship to cause serious damage

CT treaties and the protection of submarine cables

• Other possible acts of intentional damage to submarine cable

– Unlawful control over a submarine cable terminal station by force or 

threat thereof or any other form of intimidation

– Obstruction of lawful repair of submarine cable

– Other forms of intentional damage to submarine cable
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• Intentional damage to submarine cable 

– UNCLOS Article 113 is applicable

• Flag state

• State of nationality of the offender 

UNCLOS: the protection of submarine cables

•UNCLOS was not designed to be an international criminal law to cope with 
terrorist acts
• Broadest measures of assistance in criminal matters
• Territory where the offender is found:

• extradite  or  prosecute
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• United Nations General Assembly  
– Subsidiary committees

• Third Committee (Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Committee)

– crime prevention and criminal justice 

» deals with terrorism from a criminal justice perspective

• Sixth Committee

– Legal issues, i.e. extradite or prosecute, implementation of CT treaties

• Ad Hoc Committee

– Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings

– Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Financing

– Convention for the Suppression of Nuclear Terrorism
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Roles of UNODC on counter-terrorism

In addition to some hard copies available here, 
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/terrorism/technical-assistance-tools.html
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Criminal Justice Responses to Terrorism

1.1 Legislation:

Legislation against terrorism is 
drafted and enacted in accordance 
with international instruments

1.2  Ratification: 

Countries ratify CT instruments

2.1  Criminal justice capacity:

National criminal justice systems 
have acquired basic knowledge, 
skills and tools for implementing 
CT provisions

2.2  Specialized expertise:

National officials have acquired 
specialized competence on 
thematic legal aspects of CT

2.3 Inter-disciplinary 
collaboration:

Coordination and cooperation  
established /  strengthened 
between concerned national 
entities with respect to 
implementing CT measures 

3.1 Networking: 

National central authorities on MLA 
and extradition enhance 
networking on CT 

3.2  Application of cooperation 
provisions: 

Countries undertake MLA and 
extradition concerning terrorism in 
accordance  with international law 
provisions 

Outputs

Outcomes

Overall objective / Impact
Countries achieve 

preparedness against terrorism and implement 

rule-of-law-based CT measures

3 CT Transnational  Cooperation

Efficient and effective transnational 
cooperation on criminal justice and 

related aspects of CT

2 CT Implementation Capacity

National criminal justice systems 
implement rule-of-law-based CT 

measures

1 CT Legal Framework

CT legislative and regulatory 
frameworks established and 

operational



HQs in Vienna Regional Centre for East Asia and the Pacific

in Bangkok

http://www.unodc.org
vipon.kititasnasorchai@unodc.org

Thank you
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